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Hollins Student Life

Dr. Baker Gives Marriage Talks

Tri-College Sports Day Occurs on 24th

Basketball Featured

Sarah Wambaugh Will Speak
Founder's Day

Brinkley Defines Ideals and Restates Policy of Freya

Preparation Begins On Centennial "Cargoes"

Dramatic Board Selects Spring Play
Many Activities
On January Calendar

History of Hollins Reflects
Courage of Charles Lewis Cocke

Dr. Fink Gives Chemistry Lecture

At the meeting of the High School Science Club, on January 30th, Dr. Fink told the members about his experiences in the world of chemistry. Dr. Fink, a well-known chemist, shared his insights on the latest developments in the field. He discussed the importance of chemistry in our daily lives and the role it plays in various industries.

Curie Chemical Sponsorship Letter

On January 17th, the Curie Chemical Company sent a letter of sponsorship to Hollins University. The letter stated that the company is proud to support Hollins and its students. Curie Chemical, a leading manufacturer of chemicals, has been a staunch supporter of education and research in the field.

"Frankly, Darling, I Don't Give a Damn"—Hollins Ponders Rhett

A debate, "The Men of 'Rhett,'" was held on January 21st, where students debated the character of Rhett Butler from "Gone with the Wind." The debate was lively and engaging, with both sides presenting strong arguments. The audience was captivated by the debate and the discussion that followed.

Movies and Kettle Party Festival

A movie, "The Man in the Iron Mask," and a Kettle Party were part of the winter festival, held on January 22nd. The movie was a hit with the students, who enjoyed the suspense and action. The Kettle Party featured games, food, and music, providing a fun-filled evening for all.

Under the Dome

Dr. Johnson M. Stringer

SPEAKERS:

Student Opinion Poll
Ranks Dies Committee

Mr. John W. Smith, Hollins University, spoke on the topic of student opinion polls in the Dies Committee. He discussed the importance of student feedback in decision-making processes and the role of student opinion polls in shaping college policies.

Society

Meet Dr. Johnson M. Stringer

Dr. Stringer, the new head of the Department of History, spoke to the Hollins community on his vision for the future of the department.

The Hollinsian on Duty

Two-thirds of the students sent out for the prompt, "Tell us why you should be most proud of Hollins," and found the prompt to be a refreshing one. The students' responses were varied, but all showed a deep sense of pride in their alma mater.

Women of Hollins Reflect

At a special event held on January 20th, Hollins students celebrated the contributions of women in history. The event featured speeches, a panel discussion, and a performance by a local dance troupe.
Powers Selects Beauty Section

The Miss Madhury Hunt at Examination Time

Dossell Speaks on Russia At Opening I.R.C. Meeting

At Long Last The New Teahouse--Eighth Wonder of the World--Opens

American Youth Outlines Social

Professor Quiz Lands Students

What Is College?

Ad VANCE FASHIONS will Thrill You

SPRING'S

FASHIONS

will Thrill You

American Youth, outline social affairs, land and water sports, and discuss the problems and issues of the day. The American Youth Congress also promotes student autonomy and encourages students to take an active role in shaping their own education and community. It is a forum where students can share their ideas, express their opinions, and work towards a common goal.

The American Youth Congress was established in 1906 as a platform for students to address issues that affect their lives. Over the years, it has grown in size and impact, with a membership of over 3 million students from across the United States. The Congress meets annually to discuss a wide range of topics, from education and social justice to environmental sustainability and global affairs.

One of the main goals of the American Youth Congress is to empower students by giving them a voice in the decision-making process. Through its various committees and task forces, students have the opportunity to shape policies and initiatives that affect their lives and the lives of their peers. The Congress also organizes events and activities, such as conferences, workshops, and service projects, to engage students and promote activism.

The American Youth Congress believes that education is a powerful tool for social change. It encourages students to become active citizens, to think critically, and to take action on issues that they care about. The Congress also promotes the value of diversity and inclusivity, and works to ensure that all students have the opportunity to participate in its activities.

The American Youth Congress is a valuable resource for students who want to make a difference in their communities. It provides a platform for students to connect with like-minded peers, to learn new skills, and to work towards a common goal. Whether you are interested in social justice, environmental sustainability, or any other issue, the American Youth Congress is a great place to get involved and make a positive impact.
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SPORT PLANTS

By AMY REDFIELD

Hurray for our team ... and I do mean our team! There are other teams, of course, that make desperate, sometimes amazingly good showings on the basketball court of Taylor Gymnasium but not like our team ... we hope ... however, that remains to be seen, and felt ... should we say on Thursday or maybe on Wednesday. Anyhow, the basketball bug is driving us from one end of the court to the other, and the inter-class games are causing panic in the balconies. So far, the Juniors (Thursday's children) seem to be ahead having squelch-ed the brave and skillful attempts of the Freshmen, led by India Dunnington and the Seniors (Wednesday's children), led by Louise Daniel. Whether you noticed or not, the favored Sophomores found unsuspected competition in the first game of the season when they met the Freshmen last Thursday. Those newcomers have plenty of fight and the sophas were held to 21-15 at the end of the game ... a victory, yes ... but not by a long shot ...ouch! ... Before long we'll really be ready for the mighty Red-Blue game and don'tcha think it's about time the save breath and money by giving up the notice in your brain that clapping and you know it and just picture yourself in a cheering after foul shots is greatly to be batting suit the way you look now ..

Moreover, the riders haven't been riding horses and cattle and other miscellaneous there are all kinds of sports ..

THE FEET FIRST

Knowing that shoes set the pace for her whole costume, the woman who is truly smart considers her FEET FIRST. “Beautiful Shoes”—Hosiery, too! Propst-Childress Shoe Co.

Hollins Seal Jewelry

GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Hollins Seal Jewelry
209 Jefferson Street
American Theatre Building

Have your Kodak Films finished the Panel-Art Deckle-Edge way. Freese Snork or Eastern Film’s Service by Roanoke Photo Finishing Co.

Lanawns

Lanawns

ALSO TO ORDER

SHAPES

 scraps, straw, etc. For orders please call or write.

FOR HATS

We are making all preparations to insure that the well-known T-House. Let us encourage mountain hikes, roller skating, a slashing game of ping-pong, or just a long walk to commune with all the lovely loveliness of wood and field, road and not road-house. Summer will be here before you know it and just picture yourself in a bathing suit the way you look now ... nothing would save you on any beach ... Am getting out of my field ... but there are all kinds of sports ... all play lovelies of wood and field, road and not road-house. Summer will be here before you know it and just picture yourself in a bathing suit the way you look now ... nothing would save you on any beach ...

To change the subject to one equally as thrilling ... especially at this stage of the game. The horses have been exercising for weeks but have been conserving much, much energy in the new swank stables. Moreover, the riders haven't been riding for ages but have been losing their strength, energy and confidence over book-keeping tasks, and cold weather. Put the horses and riders together and what do you have...more fun than you've seen in years. The jitterbugs in Keller have nothing on Sweet Maid, Prince Junior, Grey Boy and Blue Hazel. It's just like a circus, only better. Regardless of the eye looks in the horses’ eyes, the riders are shining their boots and tackling the quieting-down problem in preparation for the spring horse shows which are amazingly close at hand. Jumping will start soon, and before long the whole college will be treated to the annual fumbles, tumbles and laughs. Come on out and join the frolic ... and I do mean frolic!

With the coming of spring ... well, rain anyhow ... thoughts gently turn to tennis, golf, swimming and beach combing. It being too wet for all but swimming and too cold for beach combing (without the beach), thoughts usually turn back to the Tea House. Some do, however, manage to fight their way through the basketball mobs to the pool for a dip, only to find that too many cigarettes has made two laps seem like twenty and sinking very easy ... which all goes to prove that you save breath and money by giving up the notice in your brain that clapping and you know it and just picture yourself in a cheering after foul shots is greatly to be batting suit the way you look now ..

You'll always find these two qualities at their best, plus a far cooler smoke, in Chesterfield’s Right Combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos.

Make your next pack Chesterfield and see for yourself why one smoker tells another They Satisfy. You can't buy a better cigarette.